We study the space C( X, K, ) of all continuous functions from the ultraregular space X into the non-Archimedean valued field K with topology of uniform convergence on a family 9 of subsets of the Z-repletion of X. We characterize the bornological space associated to C(X, K, <5P), semi-bornological spaces C(X,K,9), reflexivity and semi-reflexivity both for spherically complete and non-spherically complete K.
1. Introduction. Throughout this paper, K is a complete non-trivially non-Archimedean valued field and X is an ultraregular (= zerodimensional Hausdorff) space. Then X Q v κ X Q v 0 X Q β 0 X where v κ X, v 0 X and β 0 X are the ΛΓ-repletion, Z-repletion and Banaschewski compactification of X, respectively. If K has nonmeasurable cardinal, then v κ X -VQX[\, Theorem 15] .
The set \K\-{|λ|: λ E K) is provided with a topology in which all points are discrete, except for 0, whose neighborhoods are the usual ones. IKI is a complete metric space under the metric Hence \K\is Z-replete [1, Theorem 9] , so |/| can be extended continuously over the whole of v 0 X whenever / belongs to the vector space C( X, K) of all continuous functions from Xinto K.
A set A c v 0 X is called bounding if \\f\\ A '-= sup xG/ί |/|(x) < °o for all / E C(X, K). We omit the relatively easy proof of the following: PROPOSITION (iii)IfΛ G<3\ then Λ~y" G <3\ If <*? is the set %{X) (resp. 6E(A')) of all compact (resp. finite) subsets of X 9 then we write C C (X, K) (resp. C S (X 9 K)) instead of C(X, K, 6 J ) ). P and ^P induce the same topology on C(X, K 
The following are equivalent for A C v 0 X\ (i) A is bounding. (ii) Every g E C( υ 0 X, \ K |) is bounded on A. (iii) // (U i )^= zl is a partition of v 0 X in open-and-closed subsets, then U t Π A = 0 for all but finitely many i. (iv) Ifg E C(υ 0 X, \K\), then g(A) is compact in \K\. (v) Ifg£ C(v 0 X, \K\), then g(A) is relatively compact in\K\. (vi)
A
The bornological space associated to C(X,K,ty).
J. Schmets [10, Theoreme III. 12] characterized the bornological space associated to C( X, ίP), the classical (Archimedean) analogue of C( X, K, <?). We give an analogous characterization of the bornological space associated to C( X, K, ^P). We assume the reader consults [10] and mainly stress the new features.
It is nice to remark that completeness of K can be dispensed with in this section. 
The above results are in a form that make them comparable with the Archimedean ones as given in [10, Theoreme III. 1.2 and related results]. The Archimedean analogues go back to [9] . THEOREM 
C(X, K, fy) is the bornological space associated to C(X 9 K 9 Φ).
Proof. By (a) of Lemma 4, it suffices to prove that C(X 9 K,^) is bornological. Let D be an absolutely convex bornivorous subset of C(X 9 K, ty). We may assume Δ C D (for Δ is bounded). By Lemma 14 we have K{D)Qυ 0 X\ from Lemma 13 we induce that {/EC(IJ): \\f\\κ(D) ~ι) ^D Hence it suffices to prove that K(D) E #. Suppose not.
By Lemma 4(b) there is a ^P-finite sequence (A n )™ =ι of open subsets of v 0 X that is not K(D)-finite. We may assume each A n to be open-andclosed and A n Π K(D) Φ 0 for all n. For all n there is an/ π E C(X 9 K) with /" -0 on β 0 X\A n and f n &D
COROLLARY 16. ( [5, 6] ). If 9 = %(X)or<3> = &(X), then C (X, K, 9) is bornological iff X is Z-replete.
4. Semi-bornological spaces C (X, K, 9) and C (X, 9) . In this section we characterize the semi-bornological spaces C(X, K,9) as well as their Archimedean counterparts C (X, 9) . In the non-Archimedean setting semi-bornological spaces C (X, K, 9) are bornological in most practically occurring cases. In the Archimedean setting this turns out not to be true.
We use the notations of A. C. M. Van Rooij [11] on non-Archimedean measure theory. The notations on C(X,9) are taken from J. Schmets [10] . In particular, X then denotes a completely regular Hausdorff space. Our main result is the following:
) is bornological {equivalently, # C 9), then it is semi-bornological. Conversely, assume that either K is spherically complete or has non-measurable cardinality. Then, if C(X, K,9) is semibornological, it is bornological.
Proof. We prove only the second part. Let A G 9; we may assume A is closed in A v°x , i.e. A is compact. From [11, Theorem 7.9] we infer that there is a non-Archimedean measure μ on A such that, for every openand-closed subset B C A there is an / G C{A, K) with Il/H^^ = 0 and
. By the assumption on K in the theorem we may assume L is defined on the whole of C(X, K) with I L(f) |< 11/11,, \\A\\ μ 
Since v4 G 9, L is bounded (Lemma 4 and Definition 5) so L is continuous. Let ^4' G ^P be such that L is || \\ A . continuous; we prove Surprisingly, the Archimedean analogue of Theorem 17 does not hold; a more complicated theory has to be developed. We make free use of the notations in [10] . DEFINITION Proof. Let A E (^) ι; ) str . We may assume A is compact. Let μ be a strictly positive measure on A and put L(f) = j A fdμ. Then L is bounded on all ^-bounded sets.
Since ί c δ and C(X 9 &) is semi-bornological, it follows that L is continuous on C(X, S). Let ΰ G S and ε > 0 be such that |L(/)|< 1 whenever 11/11 β < ε.
We may assume 5 is compact; a standard device then shows that A QB. Hence A E S. THEOREM Then (# v ) str C (%(X)) str = 9 C «P so C(X 9 9) is semi-bornological. On the other hand, C(X,Φ) is not bornological; in fact C C (X) is the bornological space associated to C( X, <*P).
ΓΛere w α smallest family ®L of relatively compact subsets of vX such that (a)-(c) hold: (a) $, satisfies (i)-(iv).

(b) a D (
(b) Clearly <3> C <? C Ψ and <3> s t r C <3\ Less trivially we have (% r ) v D ty Vm 9 this is proved by an argument involving the fact that separable members of <5P belong to ^P str . THEOREM 
Let 9 = %(X) or 9 = &(X). The following are equivalent:
(\)C(X 9 9)is bornological.
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (3) is known ([10]), while (1) =» (2) is trivial.
To prove (2) => (3) 
Reflexivity and semi-reflexivity for non spherically complete K.
In this section we assume Yψ C v κ X. Since Y$ is dense in v 0 X the dual C(X 9 K 9 9)' of C(X 9 K 9 ( 3 ) ) separates the points of C(X 9 K 9 9). Let b be the strong topology on C(X 9 K,
There is a natural injection from C(X 9 K 9 9) into (C (X 9 K 9 ^YJ. C(X 9 K 9 ( 3 ) ) is called semi-reflexive if this injection is onto, and reflexive if it is a homeomorphism onto LEMMA 25. IfL e C(X 9 K, ^P)', /Λew //zere is a compact subset A L C v 0 X such that:
(1) For all ε>0 there is a δ>0 JMCA that |L(/)|<ε whenever fGC(X,K)and\\f\\ Aι <δ.
( 
2) If A is a compact subset ofv 0 X and L is bounded on \\ \\ A -bounded subsets ofC(X 9 K), then A L C A. (3) If A is a compact subset of v 0 X and L(f) = 0 for all f E C(X, K) for which \\f\\
A = 0, ίAe« Λ L C A. (4) IffeC(X 9 K) and\\f\\ AL = 0, ώαi L(/) -0. (5)A L eΦ. The set A L is))(f) = £(/W) whenever L E C C (A V « X , K)' and / A^: C c (A υ°x , K)' (h A (L))(f) = L(/lr^)
5°= UM(^)°I
where 5° (resp. 5j) is the polar of B (resp. B A ) in C(Z, AT, 9)' (resp.
LEMMA 28. Let φ <Ξ (C(X, K^YJ. For every A E Φ there is a φ A E C C (A V°X , K)" such that
Proof. By assumption there is a bounded set B in C(X, K,
) such that |φ(L 0 )|<l whenever L 0 EB°. /. For every ^4 E ty the space C c (yί υ()X , AT) is isomorphic to a space of type c o (/) [11, 5.23] . Since i£ and Z are nonmeasurable, / is nonmeasurable. By [11, Theorem 4.21 
Hence there is an/: 7 -> AT such that/l^oA-= /^ for all A E 9; clearly (1) and (2) (
Proof. By the assumptions v κ X= v 0 X. The equivalence of (1), (2) and (4) is Theorem 7. Furthermore (3) => (2) by a standard argument (remark that C(X, K 9 <$)' separates the points of the completion of C(X, K, ^P) by virtue of Theorem 6).
To prove that (4) => (3) assume φ G (C(X 9 K, <S>)' h y. Let / be as in Proposition 29. By (4) there is a g E QΛ", K) such that g(x) =/(x) for all x EYj. Let φ^: C(*, A, ^P)' -> ^ be defined by
for Λ E ^P and L E C(y4 υ°^ A")'. Then φ = ψ g so C(Z, A, ^P) is semi-reflexive.
THEOREM K and X nonmeasurable. Then C(X 9 K, 9) is reflexive iff both (a) and (b) hold:
Proof. If C(X, A, <3>) is reflexive, then we prove (b). Suppose AeΦ γ * and put B A = {/E C(Z, A): H/l^ < 1}. Let 5^0 be the polar of B A in C(X 9 K, <$)' and Bf the bipolar in C (X, K, 9) . A routine argument shows that Bf = B A . If C is any bounded set in C(X, A, <?), then, by Proposition 4, there is a λ E A\{0} such that C C λfi^, so B% C λC°; this proves 5° is bounded in C(AT, A, ^P);. By reflexivity, B A = 5j° is a neighbourhood in C(X, ΛΓ, ^P) which implies A E <3\ Now assume (a) and (b) and let B be bounded in C(X, A, <$) f h . Then B° is absolutely convex and absorbs all bounded sets, hence is a neighbourhood in the bornological space associated to C(X, A, (2) Let X -[0, Ω], <3> = #( *)• Then # y# = # = ^ -9 (Corollary 16). However, X is not discrete and so condition (3) of Theorem 7 is not fulfilled.
6. Reflexivity and semi-reflexivity for spherically complete K. In this section we assume Yq> C v κ X. A locally convex space over the spherically complete field K is c-Montel if it is a barrelled space in which all absolutely convex, closed, bounded sets are ocompact [12, Definition 3.8.b] . From [3, Proposition 2] it follows that "oMontel" is equivalent with "MonteΓ if A is a local field.
Our main result is the following substantial generalization of [4, Theorem 111.45 ] (See also [13] For all Λ choose /" E C(X, K) so that /"(*,.) = 1 if / < *,/"(*,-) = 0 if / > Λ, and |/ n (>0 |< 1 for ally E X Let B n be the convex hull of {/", /"+"...}. The set {/E C(X 9 K): \f(y)\<\ for all y E Jf} is absolutely convex, weakly bounded and weakly closed in a semi-reflexive space, hence weakly c-compact [12, Theoreme 4.25(2) ].
Let/be a weak adherence point of the convex filter (B n )™ =] . Let n be arbitrary. If / < AI and g G B n , then g(jc f ) = 1; hence /(JC,-) = 1. Since f(Xj) -1 for all i, we have/(x) = 1. On the other hand, g(x) = 0 for all tt E JV and g G B n ; hence/(JC) = 0, a contradiction.
Since every ^4 E ^ is finite, ^ is the family of finite subsets of Kp. Let Γ be an arbitrary bounded closed subset of C(X 9 K, 9) and Co(Γ) its absolutely convex closed hull. By [12, Theoreme 4.25, 2°] Co(Γ) is weakly c-compact. From [3, Proposition 3(a) ] and [8, §5, Proposition 4] we infer that Co(Γ) is c-compact; by [3, Proposition 1] Co(T) is complete. As a closed subset of a complete set, T is complete.
We conclude that C(X 9 K 9^P ) is quasi-complete, hence complete. Since every /: Y^ -^ K may be pointwisely approximated by functions from C(v k X 9 K), (4) follows.
(4)=*(1). If (4) holds, then Φ = &(Yy) and Y 9 is discrete so C(X 9 K,ty) can be identified with K γ \ Since K is a oMontel space, the result follows as in [4, Theorem 111.45] . 
